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NTCIR-11 Modifications

• Represent matrices, prefix scripts
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• Support keywords (Lucene) 
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MATRIX REPRESENTATION

A

x

2 0
0 1

�
+ 1 Matrix Structure

Parent Child Row Column
matrix dimensions 2 2
matrix ‘x2’ 1 1
matrix ‘0’ 1 2
matrix ‘0’ 2 1
matrix ‘1’ 2 2

Subexpressions
Parent Child Dist. Vert.
A matrix2x2 1 0
A + 2 0
A 1 3 0
matrix2x2 + 1 0
matrix2x2 1 2 0
+ 1 1 0
1 None 0 0
x 2 1 1
2 None 0 0
0 None 0 0
0 None 0 0
1 None 0 0

(a) Formula and Symbol Layout Tree (b) Tuples

Fig. 3. At the topmost level of the expression, matrices are treated as a single symbol (e.g. ‘matrix2x2’). This
topmost expression along with all subexpressions in matrix cells are represented as at left. Additional tuples
are used to represent matrix dimensions, and the contents of matrix cells (represented as ‘Child’ symbols)

FORMULA STRUCTURE REPRESENTATION
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2
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Parent Child Dist. Vert.
FRAC x 1 1
FRAC 2 2 2
FRAC + 3 1
FRAC y 3 1
FRAC SQRT 1 -1
FRAC z 2 -1
x 2 1 1
2 None 0 0
x + 1 0
x y 2 0
+ y 1 0
y None 0 0
SQRT z 1 0
z None 0 0

(a) Formula and Symbol Layout Tree (b) Symbol Pair Tuples

Fig. 1. Quartuples are defined for every descendant of a symbol in a symbol layout tree. Symbols without
children have child ‘None.’ In (b), Dist. is the path length from the parent to child symbol in the layout tree,
and Vert. is a sum of vertical displacements along this path: +1 for each superscript/above edge, -1 for each
subscript/below edge, and 0 for each horizontally adjacent or within edge

NTCIR-11 MATH-2 RETRIEVAL TASKS [1]
Main Task: 50 formula and keyword queries for 100,000 technical articles (from
www.arxiv.org) broken into fragments ranging from a couple words to multiple
paragraphs. The 8,301,578 document fragments contain 39,008,971 unique formulae.

Wikipedia Subtask: 100 formula queries for approximately 35,000 articles from English
Wikipedia containing 387,947 unique LATEX expressions.

NTCIR11-Math2–35

Formula Query: || x � a || � 1

|| a
�1

||
Keyword: invertible
Keyword: Banach algebra

NTCIR11-Math2–36

Formula Query: �( A ) = lim
n��

|| A
n

||1/n

Keyword: spectral radius
Keyword: matrix

NTCIR11-Math2–37

Formula Query: A = U S V
T

Keyword: singular value decomposition
Keyword: matrix

NTCIR11-Math2–38

Formula Query: || x + y || p � || x || p + || y || p
Keyword: minkowski
Keyword: inequality

NTCIR11-Math2–39

Formula Query: P[ X � t ] � E[ X ]

t
Keyword: Markov inequality

NTCIR11-Math2–40

Formula Query: lim
n��

P[| A
n

� E[ X ]| > e ] = 0

Keyword: weak law
Keyword: large number

NTCIR11-Math2–41

Formula Query: P[ lim
n��

A
n

= E[ X ]] = 1

Keyword: strong law
Keyword: large number

6

µ(A) =

(
1 if 0 2 A

0 if 0 /2 A.

a) Math-2 Task Query #39 b) Wikipedia Subtask Query #49

Fig. 2. Sample queries. Wildcard variables are shown as red symbols in boxes. We converted queries from a
Presentation MathML (XML) representation to symbol pair tuple sets (see below).

MATH SEARCH AND TANGENT
Searching technical documents using both formulae and text seems desirable [5]. In
a previous study math experts could not identify uses for formula queries [7], but
non-experts have identified a number of them, e.g. interpreting unfamiliar notation [4].
Text-based and tree-based techniques for formula search have been developed [3,6].

Design: We have extended the Tangent formula search engine [3] to include support for
matrices/tabular layouts, prefix sub/superscripts, wildcard variables, and text search
integration (Lucene/Solr). Formula Inverted Index [8]: defined over name and relative

position of symbol pairs, and additional tuples for matrix structure. Maps tuples to
expressions/documents containing them. Text Index: Modified Lucene index with for-
mulae ‘text’ replaced by identifiers to represent formulae locations only (TF-IDF based).
Final Ranking: Document scores from formula and text search engines are combined
using a simple linear combination: ↵ · score(d, Lucene) + (1 � ↵)score(d, Tangent).

Formula Index: inverted index from tuples → formulae
Presentation MathML to SLT Conversion:  Depth-First Traversal
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Fig. 2. Sample queries. Wildcard variables are shown as red symbols in boxes. We converted queries from a
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MATH SEARCH AND TANGENT
Searching technical documents using both formulae and text seems desirable [5]. In
a previous study math experts could not identify uses for formula queries [7], but
non-experts have identified a number of them, e.g. interpreting unfamiliar notation [4].
Text-based and tree-based techniques for formula search have been developed [3,6].

Design: We have extended the Tangent formula search engine [3] to include support for
matrices/tabular layouts, prefix sub/superscripts, wildcard variables, and text search
integration (Lucene/Solr). Formula Inverted Index [8]: defined over name and rel-

ative position of symbol pairs, and additional tuples for matrix structure. Maps tu-
ples to expressions/documents containing them. Text Index: Modified Lucene in-
dex with formulae ‘text’ replaced by identifiers to represent formulae locations only
(TF-IDF based). Final Ranking: The most similar formula is used for the docu-
ment formula score. Formula and text search engines scores are combined using:
↵ · textScore(d) + (1 � ↵) formulaScore(d). (Note: Multi-formula queries also supported)
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and Vert. is a sum of vertical displacements along this path: +1 for each superscript/above edge, -1 for each
subscript/below edge, and 0 for each horizontally adjacent or within edge

NTCIR-11 MATH-2 RETRIEVAL TASKS [1]
Main Task: 50 formula and keyword queries for 100,000 technical articles (from
www.arxiv.org) broken into fragments ranging from a couple words to multiple
paragraphs. The 8,301,578 document fragments contain 39,008,971 unique formulae.

Wikipedia Subtask: 100 formula queries for approximately 35,000 articles from English
Wikipedia containing 387,947 unique LATEX expressions.
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Keyword: Markov inequality
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Keyword: weak law
Keyword: large number

NTCIR11-Math2–41

Formula Query: P[ lim
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= E[ X ]] = 1

Keyword: strong law
Keyword: large number

6

µ(A) =

(
1 if 0 2 A

0 if 0 /2 A.

a) Math-2 Task Query #39 b) Wikipedia Subtask Query #49

Fig. 2. Sample queries. Wildcard variables are shown as red symbols in boxes. We converted queries from a
Presentation MathML (XML) representation to symbol pair tuple sets (see below).

MATH SEARCH AND TANGENT
Searching technical documents using both formulae and text seems desirable [5]. In
a previous study math experts could not identify uses for formula queries [7], but
non-experts have identified a number of them, e.g. interpreting unfamiliar notation [4].
Text-based and tree-based techniques for formula search have been developed [3,6].

Design: We have extended the Tangent formula search engine [3] to include support for
matrices/tabular layouts, prefix sub/superscripts, wildcard variables, and text search
integration (Lucene/Solr). Formula Inverted Index [8]: defined over name and rel-

ative position of symbol pairs, and additional tuples for matrix structure. Maps tu-
ples to expressions/documents containing them. Text Index: Modified Lucene in-
dex with formulae ‘text’ replaced by identifiers to represent formulae locations only
(TF-IDF based). Final Ranking: The most similar formula is used for the docu-
ment formula score. Formula and text search engines scores are combined using:
↵ · textScore(d) + (1 � ↵) formulaScore(d). (Note: Multi-formula queries also supported)
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MATRIX REPRESENTATION
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Matrix Structure
Parent Child Row Column
matrix dimensions 2 2
matrix ‘x2’ 1 1
matrix ‘0’ 1 2
matrix ‘0’ 2 1
matrix ‘1’ 2 2

Subexpressions
Parent Child Dist. Vert.
A matrix2x2 1 0
A + 2 0
A 1 3 0
matrix2x2 + 1 0
matrix2x2 1 2 0
+ 1 1 0
1 None 0 0
x 2 1 1
2 None 0 0
0 None 0 0
0 None 0 0
1 None 0 0

(a) Formula and Symbol Layout Tree (b) Tuples

Fig. 3. At the topmost level of the expression, matrices are treated as a single symbol (e.g. ‘matrix2x2’). This
topmost expression along with all subexpressions in matrix cells are represented as at left. Additional tuples
are used to represent matrix dimensions, and the contents of matrix cells (represented as ‘Child’ symbols)

FORMULA STRUCTURE REPRESENTATION
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xABOVE
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2
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+ADJ

zWITHIN

yADJ

Parent Child Dist. Vert.
FRAC x 1 1
FRAC 2 2 2
FRAC + 3 1
FRAC y 3 1
FRAC SQRT 1 -1
FRAC z 2 -1
x 2 1 1
2 None 0 0
x + 1 0
x y 2 0
+ y 1 0
y None 0 0
SQRT z 1 0
z None 0 0

(a) Formula and Symbol Layout Tree (b) Symbol Pair Tuples

Fig. 1. Quartuples are defined for every descendant of a symbol in a symbol layout tree. Symbols without
children have child ‘None.’ In (b), Dist. is the path length from the parent to child symbol in the layout tree,
and Vert. is a sum of vertical displacements along this path: +1 for each superscript/above edge, -1 for each
subscript/below edge, and 0 for each horizontally adjacent or within edge

NTCIR-11 MATH-2 RETRIEVAL TASKS [1]
Main Task: 50 formula and keyword queries for 100,000 technical articles (from
www.arxiv.org) broken into fragments ranging from a couple words to multiple
paragraphs. The 8,301,578 document fragments contain 39,008,971 unique formulae.

Wikipedia Subtask: 100 formula queries for approximately 35,000 articles from English
Wikipedia containing 387,947 unique LATEX expressions.
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Formula Query: P[ X � t ] � E[ X ]

t
Keyword: Markov inequality
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� E[ X ]| > e ] = 0

Keyword: weak law
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NTCIR11-Math2–41

Formula Query: P[ lim
n��
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= E[ X ]] = 1

Keyword: strong law
Keyword: large number

6

µ(A) =

(
1 if 0 2 A

0 if 0 /2 A.

a) Math-2 Task Query #39 b) Wikipedia Subtask Query #49

Fig. 2. Sample queries. Wildcard variables are shown as red symbols in boxes. We converted queries from a
Presentation MathML (XML) representation to symbol pair tuple sets (see below).

MATH SEARCH AND TANGENT
Searching technical documents using both formulae and text seems desirable [5]. In
a previous study math experts could not identify uses for formula queries [7], but
non-experts have identified a number of them, e.g. interpreting unfamiliar notation [4].
Text-based and tree-based techniques for formula search have been developed [3,6].

Design: We have extended the Tangent formula search engine [3] to include support for
matrices/tabular layouts, prefix sub/superscripts, wildcard variables, and text search
integration (Lucene/Solr). Formula Inverted Index [8]: defined over name and rel-

ative position of symbol pairs, and additional tuples for matrix structure. Maps tu-
ples to expressions/documents containing them. Text Index: Modified Lucene in-
dex with formulae ‘text’ replaced by identifiers to represent formulae locations only
(TF-IDF based). Final Ranking: The most similar formula is used for the docu-
ment formula score. Formula and text search engines scores are combined using:
↵ · textScore(d) + (1 � ↵) formulaScore(d). (Note: Multi-formula queries also supported)



Wildcards

To handle query wildcards, two inverted indices group 
formula index entries with common parents/children 
(‘Left’ and ‘Right’ wildcard inverted indices)

!

Examples

(?i, 2, 1, 1): any symbol with superscript 2, e.g. x2 , n2 , )2  
(x, ?i, 1, 1): x with any superscripted symbol, e.g. x2, xn, x( 

!

Wildcard-wildcard relationships are not retrieved
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retrieveExpression( query, topK, pairIndex, exprIndex ):

Let H be the search hits, an empty list.
Let C, L, and R be hash tables from expr. ids to symbol
pairs with counts, C: eid -> ((pair1,count1),...).
Let l* and r* be hash tables of candidates for wildcards
in an expression. l*,r*: (eid, ?w) -> (list of symbols).

1. Normalize the query, and build a symbol layout tree (T).

2. Generate symbol pairs (Q) from tree T using a depth-first
traversal.

3. Symbol pair lookup:
a. Find symbol pairs without wildcards from Q in pairIndex,

update C to record matching pairs in pairIndex.
b. Find each pair (?p, [any symbol]) from Q in pairIndex,

update L; add symbols matching ?p to l* for each expression.
c. Find each pair ([any symbol], ?c) from Q in pairIndex,

update R; add symbols matching ?c to r* for each expression.

4. Filter: Sort expressions in C by number of pairs matched, then
remove all but the topK expressions from C.

5. Match wildcards and rank:

For each expression (eid) in C:
a. Let U be a set containing of unmatched pairs with counts.

Obtained by removing matched pairs in C[eid] from all pairs
in the expression (stored in exprIndex[eid]).

b. Let W be the set of unique wildcard symbols in Q,
and wildcard match count M be 0.

c. Until W is empty, or no wildcard match is found:
i. Using substitution candidate tables l* and r*, find the

(symbol, ?w in W) substitution that is most frequent.
ii. Remove matching pairs from U, and matched wildcard ?w

from W. Increment M by the number of matched pairs.
d. Let T be the sum of M and the number of matched pairs

in C. Let Recall be T/|Q| and Precision T/|eid|, where
|eid| is the number of symbol pairs in the expression.

d. Add (eid,score) to hit list H, where score is the F-measure
for query and expression symbol pair matches, defined
by F = (2 * Recall * Precision) / (Recall + Precision).

6. Sort by F-measure and return the search hits (H)

Figure 4: Tangent Expression Retrieval Algorithm

largest number of unmatched symbol pairs with one wild-
card symbols are matched incrementally (see Figure 4, Step
5). To avoid overwhelming the system, we ignore pairs of
wildcard symbols (e.g. (?i, ?j, 0, 0)) and wildcard symbols
at the end of a baseline (e.g. (?w,None, 0, 0)). This means
that those pairs are treated as unmatched in the query, but
also means that when there are a large number of wildcards,
many parts of the structure of the expression may not be
represented.
Expression are ranked using the F-measure from the ratios

of matched query expression pairs and candidate expression
pairs. We return both the specific expression along with
the document with which the expression is associated for
evaluation.
Multiple Expressions. The math score for a document

d is given by a weighted sum of the top-1 match scores for
each query expression (s(d, ei)). Individual top-1 expression
match scores are weighted by the ratio of pairs in a query
(|ei|) to all pairs in queries:

m(d, e1, ..., en) =
|e1|X

i=1...n

|ei|
s(d, e1)+ . . .+

|en|X

i=1...n

|ei|
s(d, en)

4. RESULTS
Our group participated in two tasks in the NTCIR-Math-

2 competition: 1) the ‘main’ Math-2 competition, and 2)
the Wikipedia subtask for formula retrieval using query-
by-expression. The corpora for the competitions are quite
di↵erent. The English Wikipedia corpus contains 387,947
unique expressions,5 while the arXiv6 corpus used for the
main Math-2 task contains 30,008,971 unique expressions.
The Wikipedia corpus contains roughly 35,000 encyclopedia
entries, each treated as a single document. The arXiv corpus
contains 100,000 scientific articles split into fragments (many
from physics), producing 8,301,578 ‘documents.’ The arXiv
article excerpt ‘documents’ range from a couple of words,
to complete derivations with accompanying text, occupying
173GB on disk when uncompressed.
The nature of the queries in the two tasks also di↵er (Fig-

ure 5 provides examples). In the main task, most queries
are a single expression along with keywords. One main
task query contained four query expressions, and two con-
tained two query expressions. The number of keywords in
each query was between one and six, with roughly three
keywords on average (µ = 3.1,� = 1.27,mode = 3). For
the Wikipedia task, 100 expressions were selected randomly
from the English Wikipedia articles, and then had variables
replaced by wildcards uniformly at random. The original
names of wildcard variables were provided in the main task,
but enumerated as x1, . . . , xn in the Wikipedia task. In the
Wikipedia task, 36 of the 100 queries contained wildcards
(36%), while for the Math-2 task 40 of 50 queries had an
expression containing wildcards (80%), with an average of
2.9 wildcards per expression (µ = 2.9,� = 2.3,mode = 2),
and between 0 and 10 wildcards in query expressions.
The main task (Math-2) was evaluated using hits judged

by two human evaluators. Evaluator ratings were combined
into a single Likert scale rating between 0 (irrelevant to the
query) and 4 (highly relevant). Unjudged hits were treated
as irrelevant. Evaluations were performed two ways: 1)
highly-relevant condition: judged hits with a rating of 3
or 4 are treated as relevant, and 2) partially-relevant con-

dition: judged hits with a rating greater than 0 are treated
as relevant. The treceval evaluation tool (version 9.0) was
used to compute Precision@5 and Precision@10 metrics.
Due to the large number of submitted runs for the compe-

tition, a ‘round-robin’ sampling method was used to select
hits for ranking, trying to cover as many of the submit-
ted top-k hits as possible. Most top-5 hits were evaluated
for systems, but coverage of the top-10 was less consistent
(for example, on average 6 of our system’s top 10 hits were

5computed based on the number of unique LATEX strings
6http://arxiv.org/
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Keyword: spectral radius
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Keyword: singular value decomposition
Keyword: matrix
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Formula Query: || x + y || p � || x || p + || y || p
Keyword: minkowski
Keyword: inequality
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Formula Query: P[ X � t ] � E[ X ]

t
Keyword: Markov inequality

NTCIR11-Math2–40

Formula Query: lim
n��

P[| A
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� E[ X ]| > e ] = 0

Keyword: weak law
Keyword: large number

NTCIR11-Math2–41

Formula Query: P[ lim
n��

A
n

= E[ X ]] = 1

Keyword: strong law
Keyword: large number

6

µ(A) =

(
1 if 0 2 A

0 if 0 /2 A.

a) Math-2 #39 b) Wikipedia #49

Figure 5: Sample Queries. Query a) contains four

wildcard symbols (shown in boxes), and two key-

words. Queries for the Wikipedia subtask were sin-

gle expressions. Query b) has no wildcards and in-

cludes a tabular/matrix layout



Retrieval Model
Text Score 
Filter: ‘text’ for formulae replaced by formula identifiers

Lucene used for TF-IDF-based keyword retrieval; Lucene score used as textScore 

!

Formula Score 
1) Look up query tuples in formula tuple and L/R wildcard indices to retrieve expressions 

2) Sort by match count, keep top k = 1000 formulae 

3) Wildcards: iteratively select unifications that match max. no. unmatched query tuples 

4) For each document d, select formula with max. F = 2RP / (R + P ) ( formulaScore )

	 R: # matched query tuples P: # matched candidate tuples

4*) Multiple formulae: sum of top-1 score for each query expression in document, weighted 
by relative sizes of query expressions

!

Combined Score:   score(d) = ! textScore(d) + (1- !) formulaScore(d)
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retrieveExpression( query, topK, pairIndex, exprIndex ):

Let H be the search hits, an empty list.
Let C, L, and R be hash tables from expr. ids to symbol pairs
with counts, e.g. C: eid -> ((pair1,count1), ... ,(pairN, countN))
Let l* and r* be hash tables of candidates for wildcards
in an expression. l*,r*: (eid, ?w) -> (list of symbols)

1. Normalize the query, and build a symbol layout tree (T)

2. Generate symbol pairs (Q) for query tree T using a depth-first
traversal

3. Symbol pair lookup:
a. Find symbol pairs from Q without wildcards in pairIndex,

update C to record matching pairs in pairIndex
b. Find each pair (?p, [any symbol]) from Q in pairIndex,

update L; add symbols matching ?p to l* for each expression
c. Find each pair ([any symbol], ?c) from Q in pairIndex,

update R; add symbols matching ?c to r* for each expression

4. Filter: Sort expressions in C by matched pair count, then
keep only the topK expressions in C

5. Match wildcard symbols and score expressions:

For each expression (eid) in C:
a. Let U be a set containing unmatched symbol pairs with counts.

Obtained by removing matched pairs in C[eid] from all pairs
in the expression, stored in exprIndex[eid]

b. Let W be the set of unique wildcard symbols in Q,
and wildcard match count M be 0

c. Until W is empty, or no wildcard match is found:
i. Using substitution candidate tables l* and r*, find the

(symbol, ?w in W) substitution that is most frequent
ii. Remove matching pairs from U, and matched wildcard ?w

from W. Increment M by the number of matched pairs
d. Let I be the sum of M and the number of matched pairs

in C. Let Recall be I/|Q| and Precision I/|eid|, where
|eid| is the number of symbol pairs in the expression

d. Add (eid,score) to hit list H, where score is the F-measure
for query and expression symbol pair matches, defined
by F = (2 * Recall * Precision) / (Recall + Precision)

6. Sort search hits H by F-measure, then return H

Figure 4: Tangent expression retrieval algorithm.

?p, ?c and ?w represent wildcard symbols in queries

query, but also means that when there are a large number
of wildcards, many parts of the structure of the expression
may not be represented.
Matching expressions are ranked by the harmonic mean

of the ratio of matched query expression pairs and ratio of
matched candidate expression pairs. We return both the
specific expression along with the document with which the
expression is associated.
Multiple Expressions. The math score for a document

d is given by a weighted sum of the top-1 match scores for
each query expression ei (t1(d, ei)). Individual top-1 ex-
pression match scores are weighted by the ratio of pairs in
a query (|ei|) to all pairs in queries:

m(d, e1, ..., en) =
|e1|X

i=1...n

|ei|
t1(d, e1)+. . .+

|en|X

i=1...n

|ei|
t1(d, en)

4. RESULTS
Our group participated in two tasks for NTCIR-Math-2:

1) the ‘main’ Math-2 task, and 2) the Wikipedia subtask
for formula retrieval using query-by-expression. These cor-
pora are quite di↵erent. The English Wikipedia corpus con-
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0 if 0 /2 A.
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Figure 5: Sample Queries. Query a) contains four

wildcard symbols (shown in boxes), and two key-

words. Queries for the Wikipedia subtask were sin-

gle expressions. Query b) has no wildcards and in-

cludes a tabular/matrix layout

tains 387,947 unique expressions,7 while the arXiv corpus
used for the main Math-2 task contains 30,008,971 unique
expressions. The Wikipedia corpus contains roughly 35,000
encyclopedia entries, each treated as a single document. The
arXiv corpus contains 100,000 scientific articles (e.g. from
physics) split into fragments, producing 8,301,578 ‘docu-
ments.’ These fragment ‘documents’ range in size from a
couple of words to complete derivations with accompanying
text. The uncompressed arXiv collection occupies 173GB
on disk.
Queries di↵er in the two tasks; Figure 5 provides exam-

ples. In the main task, most queries are a single expres-
sion along with keywords. One main task query contained
four query expressions, and two contained two query ex-
pressions. The number of keywords in each query was be-
tween one and six, with roughly three keywords on average
(µ = 3.1,� = 1.27,mode = 3). For the Wikipedia task,
100 expressions were selected randomly from the English
Wikipedia articles, and then had variables replaced by wild-
cards uniformly at random. The original names of wildcard
variables were provided in the main task, but enumerated
as x1, . . . , xn in the Wikipedia task. In the Wikipedia task,
36 of the 100 queries contained wildcards (36%), while for
the Math-2 task 40 of 50 queries had an expression contain-
ing wildcards (80%), with an average of 2.9 wildcards per
expression (µ = 2.9,� = 2.3,mode = 2), and between 0 and
10 wildcards in query expressions.
The main task (Math-2) was evaluated using hits judged

by two human evaluators. Evaluator ratings were combined
into a single Likert scale rating between 0 (irrelevant to the
query) and 4 (highly relevant). Unjudged hits were treated
as irrelevant. Evaluations were performed two ways: 1)
highly-relevant condition: judged hits with a rating of 3
or 4 are treated as relevant, and 2) partially-relevant con-

dition: judged hits with a rating greater than 0 are treated
as relevant. The treceval evaluation tool (version 9.0) was
used to compute Precision@5 and Precision@10 metrics.
Due to the large number of submitted runs for the main

task, a ‘round-robin’ sampling method was used to select hits
for ranking, trying to cover as many of the submitted top-k
hits as possible. Most top-5 hits were evaluated for systems,
but coverage of the top-10 was less consistent (for example,
on average 6 of our system’s top 10 hits were judged). As a
result, we focus our analysis on top-5 results.
For the Wikipedia subtask, a form of specific-item-recall

was used to evaluate systems. The topmost position where
the original article from which a query was taken appears
were compared. Due to this, it is possible to match a dif-
ferent expression in the article, and have the returned ex-

7computed based on the number of unique LATEX strings
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Figure 6: Tangent Precision@5 (Main Task). Re-

sults shown are for 50 queries that combine a math

expression with keywords. The collection holds

roughly 100,000 scientific articles from the arXiv

broken into multiple subsections that serve as the

retrieval units (‘documents’)

judged). As a result, we focus our analysis in the next sec-
tion on top-5 results.

For the Wikipedia subtask, a form of specific-item-recall
was used, where the first position that the original article
from which a query was taken appears in the output of the
system. This means that it is possible to match a di↵erent
expression in the article, and have the returned expression
and article treated as a valid hit. Because a number of the
queries contain wildcards, a system that tries to directly
look up an expression will still produce results that do not
match the article from which the query is taken. It may
also be possible to match the query expression identically,
but find it in another article, although this seems to be a
rare occurrence in the Wikipedia corpus.

4.1 Tangent Submissions and Retrieval Results
Our group submitted 4 runs to the main task, each of

which used a di↵erent weight for text retrieval in the fi-
nal ranking of hits: {0, 0.05, 0.25, 0.5}. In the following,
weight 0 for text is termed ‘math-only,’ and 0.5 ‘equally-
weighted.’ For the Wikipedia competition, only the query-
by-expression subsystem was used, and we submitted a sin-
gle run.

Math-2 (main) Task. For the main competition, look-
ing at the boxplots in Figure 6, we see that increasing the
weight of text results substantially increases the precision@5
ratings for both the highly-relevant and partially-relevant
conditions. The average precision@5 for the partially-relevant
condition with text and math weighted equally is over 92%
(µ = 92.4,� = 0.18). Observing hits returned by the math-
only and math/text equally weighted conditions, some trends
emerge. Returning documents based on the best matched
expression appeared to work best when the expressions 1)
are not tiny; expressions such as ‘(D)’ often produce exact
matches, but with little relevance to the query topic as they
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Figure 7: MIRMU System vs. Tangent (Main Task).

Note that unevaluated hits are treated as misses.

For Precision@5 at most 1 hit is unevaluated for each

of the 50 queries (10 for MIRMU, 7 for Tangent).

For Precision@10 the average number of evaluated

top-10 hits in both systems is only 6, (i.e. a maxi-

mum possible Precision@10 of 60% on average)
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Figure 8: Wikipedia Math Search Subtask Results.

100 English Wikipedia articles were chosen at ran-

dom. Query expressions were produced by select-

ing one math expression at random from each arti-

cle, replacing variables in these expressions by wild-

cards (qvar) at random. ‘Query Documents @k’

is a specific-item recall measure, giving the num-

ber/percentage of query articles returned in the first

k hits
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retrieveExpression( query, topK, pairIndex, exprIndex ):

Let H be the search hits, an empty list.
Let C, L, and R be hash tables from expr. ids to symbol
pairs with counts, C: eid -> ((pair1,count1),...).
Let l* and r* be hash tables of candidates for wildcards

in an expression. l*,r*: (eid, ?w) -> (list of symbols).

1. Normalize the query, and build a symbol layout tree (T).

2. Generate symbol pairs (Q) from tree T using a depth-first
traversal.

3. Symbol pair lookup:
a. Find symbol pairs without wildcards from Q in pairIndex,

update C to record matching pairs in pairIndex.
b. Find each pair (?p, [any symbol]) from Q in pairIndex,

update L; add symbols matching ?p to l* for each expression.
c. Find each pair ([any symbol], ?c) from Q in pairIndex,

update R; add symbols matching ?c to r* for each expression.

4. Filter: Sort expressions in C by number of pairs matched, then
remove all but the topK expressions from C.

5. Match wildcards and rank:

For each expression (eid) in C:
a. Let U be a set containing of unmatched pairs with counts.

Obtained by removing matched pairs in C[eid] from all pairs
in the expression (stored in exprIndex[eid]).

b. Let W be the set of unique wildcard symbols in Q,
and wildcard match count M be 0.

c. Until W is empty, or no wildcard match is found:
i. Using substitution candidate tables l* and r*, find the

(symbol, ?w in W) substitution that is most frequent.
ii. Remove matching pairs from U, and matched wildcard ?w

from W. Increment M by the number of matched pairs.
d. Let T be the sum of M and the number of matched pairs

in C. Let Recall be T/|Q| and Precision T/|eid|, where
|eid| is the number of symbol pairs in the expression.

d. Add (eid,score) to hit list H, where score is the F-measure
for query and expression symbol pair matches, defined
by F = (2 * Recall * Precision) / (Recall + Precision).

6. Sort by F-measure and return the search hits (H)

Figure 4: Tangent Expression Retrieval Algorithm

largest number of unmatched symbol pairs with one wild-
card symbols are matched incrementally (see Figure 4, Step
5). To avoid overwhelming the system, we ignore pairs of
wildcard symbols (e.g. (?i, ?j, 0, 0)) and wildcard symbols
at the end of a baseline (e.g. (?w,None, 0, 0)). This means
that those pairs are treated as unmatched in the query, but
also means that when there are a large number of wildcards,
many parts of the structure of the expression may not be
represented.
Expression are ranked using the F-measure from the ratios

of matched query expression pairs and candidate expression
pairs. We return both the specific expression along with
the document with which the expression is associated for
evaluation.
Multiple Expressions. The math score for a document

d is given by a weighted sum of the top-1 match scores for
each query expression (s(d, ei)). Individual top-1 expression
match scores are weighted by the ratio of pairs in a query
(|ei|) to all pairs in queries:

m(d, e1, ..., en) =
|e1|X

i=1...n

|ei|
s(d, e1)+ . . .+

|en|X

i=1...n

|ei|
s(d, en)

4. RESULTS
Our group participated in two tasks in the NTCIR-Math-

2 competition: 1) the ‘main’ Math-2 competition, and 2)
the Wikipedia subtask for formula retrieval using query-
by-expression. The corpora for the competitions are quite
di↵erent. The English Wikipedia corpus contains 387,947
unique expressions,5 while the arXiv6 corpus used for the
main Math-2 task contains 30,008,971 unique expressions.
The Wikipedia corpus contains roughly 35,000 encyclopedia
entries, each treated as a single document. The arXiv corpus
contains 100,000 scientific articles split into fragments (many
from physics), producing 8,301,578 ‘documents.’ The arXiv
article excerpt ‘documents’ range from a couple of words,
to complete derivations with accompanying text, occupying
173GB on disk when uncompressed.
The nature of the queries in the two tasks also di↵er (Fig-

ure 5 provides examples). In the main task, most queries
are a single expression along with keywords. One main
task query contained four query expressions, and two con-
tained two query expressions. The number of keywords in
each query was between one and six, with roughly three
keywords on average (µ = 3.1,� = 1.27,mode = 3). For
the Wikipedia task, 100 expressions were selected randomly
from the English Wikipedia articles, and then had variables
replaced by wildcards uniformly at random. The original
names of wildcard variables were provided in the main task,
but enumerated as x1, . . . , xn in the Wikipedia task. In the
Wikipedia task, 36 of the 100 queries contained wildcards
(36%), while for the Math-2 task 40 of 50 queries had an
expression containing wildcards (80%), with an average of
2.9 wildcards per expression (µ = 2.9,� = 2.3,mode = 2),
and between 0 and 10 wildcards in query expressions.
The main task (Math-2) was evaluated using hits judged

by two human evaluators. Evaluator ratings were combined
into a single Likert scale rating between 0 (irrelevant to the
query) and 4 (highly relevant). Unjudged hits were treated
as irrelevant. Evaluations were performed two ways: 1)
highly-relevant condition: judged hits with a rating of 3
or 4 are treated as relevant, and 2) partially-relevant con-

dition: judged hits with a rating greater than 0 are treated
as relevant. The treceval evaluation tool (version 9.0) was
used to compute Precision@5 and Precision@10 metrics.
Due to the large number of submitted runs for the compe-

tition, a ‘round-robin’ sampling method was used to select
hits for ranking, trying to cover as many of the submit-
ted top-k hits as possible. Most top-5 hits were evaluated
for systems, but coverage of the top-10 was less consistent
(for example, on average 6 of our system’s top 10 hits were

5computed based on the number of unique LATEX strings
6http://arxiv.org/

NTCIR11-Math2–35

Formula Query: || x � a || � 1

|| a
�1

||
Keyword: invertible
Keyword: Banach algebra

NTCIR11-Math2–36

Formula Query: �( A ) = lim
n��

|| A
n

||1/n

Keyword: spectral radius
Keyword: matrix

NTCIR11-Math2–37

Formula Query: A = U S V
T

Keyword: singular value decomposition
Keyword: matrix

NTCIR11-Math2–38

Formula Query: || x + y || p � || x || p + || y || p
Keyword: minkowski
Keyword: inequality

NTCIR11-Math2–39

Formula Query: P[ X � t ] � E[ X ]

t
Keyword: Markov inequality

NTCIR11-Math2–40

Formula Query: lim
n��

P[| A
n

� E[ X ]| > e ] = 0

Keyword: weak law
Keyword: large number

NTCIR11-Math2–41

Formula Query: P[ lim
n��

A
n

= E[ X ]] = 1

Keyword: strong law
Keyword: large number

6

µ(A) =

(
1 if 0 2 A

0 if 0 /2 A.

a) Math-2 #39 b) Wikipedia #49

Figure 5: Sample Queries. Query a) contains four

wildcard symbols (shown in boxes), and two key-

words. Queries for the Wikipedia subtask were sin-

gle expressions. Query b) has no wildcards and in-

cludes a tabular/matrix layout
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Figure 6: Tangent Precision@5 (Main Task). Re-

sults shown are for 50 queries that combine a math

expression with keywords. The collection holds

roughly 100,000 scientific articles from the arXiv

broken into multiple subsections that serve as the

retrieval units (‘documents’)

judged). As a result, we focus our analysis in the next sec-
tion on top-5 results.

For the Wikipedia subtask, a form of specific-item-recall
was used, where the first position that the original article
from which a query was taken appears in the output of the
system. This means that it is possible to match a di↵erent
expression in the article, and have the returned expression
and article treated as a valid hit. Because a number of the
queries contain wildcards, a system that tries to directly
look up an expression will still produce results that do not
match the article from which the query is taken. It may
also be possible to match the query expression identically,
but find it in another article, although this seems to be a
rare occurrence in the Wikipedia corpus.

4.1 Tangent Submissions and Retrieval Results
Our group submitted 4 runs to the main task, each of

which used a di↵erent weight for text retrieval in the fi-
nal ranking of hits: {0, 0.05, 0.25, 0.5}. In the following,
weight 0 for text is termed ‘math-only,’ and 0.5 ‘equally-
weighted.’ For the Wikipedia competition, only the query-
by-expression subsystem was used, and we submitted a sin-
gle run.

Math-2 (main) Task. For the main competition, look-
ing at the boxplots in Figure 6, we see that increasing the
weight of text results substantially increases the precision@5
ratings for both the highly-relevant and partially-relevant
conditions. The average precision@5 for the partially-relevant
condition with text and math weighted equally is over 92%
(µ = 92.4,� = 0.18). Observing hits returned by the math-
only and math/text equally weighted conditions, some trends
emerge. Returning documents based on the best matched
expression appeared to work best when the expressions 1)
are not tiny; expressions such as ‘(D)’ often produce exact
matches, but with little relevance to the query topic as they
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of the 50 queries (10 for MIRMU, 7 for Tangent).

For Precision@10 the average number of evaluated

top-10 hits in both systems is only 6, (i.e. a maxi-

mum possible Precision@10 of 60% on average)
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judged). As a result, we focus our analysis in the next sec-
tion on top-5 results.

For the Wikipedia subtask, a form of specific-item-recall
was used, where the first position that the original article
from which a query was taken appears in the output of the
system. This means that it is possible to match a di↵erent
expression in the article, and have the returned expression
and article treated as a valid hit. Because a number of the
queries contain wildcards, a system that tries to directly
look up an expression will still produce results that do not
match the article from which the query is taken. It may
also be possible to match the query expression identically,
but find it in another article, although this seems to be a
rare occurrence in the Wikipedia corpus.

4.1 Tangent Submissions and Retrieval Results
Our group submitted 4 runs to the main task, each of

which used a di↵erent weight for text retrieval in the fi-
nal ranking of hits: {0, 0.05, 0.25, 0.5}. In the following,
weight 0 for text is termed ‘math-only,’ and 0.5 ‘equally-
weighted.’ For the Wikipedia competition, only the query-
by-expression subsystem was used, and we submitted a sin-
gle run.

Math-2 (main) Task. For the main competition, look-
ing at the boxplots in Figure 6, we see that increasing the
weight of text results substantially increases the precision@5
ratings for both the highly-relevant and partially-relevant
conditions. The average precision@5 for the partially-relevant
condition with text and math weighted equally is over 92%
(µ = 92.4,� = 0.18). Observing hits returned by the math-
only and math/text equally weighted conditions, some trends
emerge. Returning documents based on the best matched
expression appeared to work best when the expressions 1)
are not tiny; expressions such as ‘(D)’ often produce exact
matches, but with little relevance to the query topic as they
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System Performance
Used Amazon EC2 web service: a memory-optimized configuration (r3.4xlarge) with 
16 vCPUs, 2.5 GHz, Intel Xeon E5-2670v2, 122 GB memory, and a 320 GB Disk


Main task: Nine EC2 instances used to index formulas, one for Lucene, and one 
instance to process queries and access text and formula engines (Python-based)


Wikipedia subtask: One instance was sufficient for indexing and retrieval
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WILDCARDS AND FORMULA RETRIEVAL
Wildcard Tuples: Two additional indices group tuples with common parent or child symbols. For example, the tuple (?i, 2, 1, 1) refers
to symbols with a superscript 2 (e.g. x

2, n2, )2), and tuple (x, ?i, 1, 1) refers to any superscript of an x (e.g. x

2, x3, x(). Wildcard-
wildcard relationships are not indexed.
Formula Retrieval: 1) Look up query formula tuples in regular and wildcard indices to retrieve expressions. 2) Sort by match count,
keep top k = 1000. 3) Greedy wildcard matching: iteratively select wildcard/symbol unification matching the most unmatched query
tuples. 4) Score by F-measure, F = 2RP/(R+ P ), where R and P are the number of matched query and candidate pairs, respectively.
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IMPLEMENTATION AND SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

We used the Amazon EC2 web service:
a memory-optimized configuration
(r3.4xlarge) with 16 vCPUs, 2.5 GHz,
Intel Xeon E5-2670v2, 122 GB memory,
and 1 x 320 GB Disk.

Main task: Nine EC2 instances were
used to index formulas in the collec-
tion, one instance for Solr/Lucene, and
one instance to parse queries and access
the text and formula engines (Python-
based). Wikipedia subtask: A sin-
gle machine was sufficient for indexing
and retrieval.

Table 1. MySQL database table sizes for formula
indices. For the main task 81,774,641 symbol pairs
are defined across nine indices (with repetitions)

Table 2. Indexing & retrieval times for formula re-
trieval. Search times shown are for 50 main task
queries, and 100 Wikipedia subtask queries.

Table Rows Size(MB) Idx(MB)
arXiv (main) Shown: 1 of 9 Indices
symbol pairs 14,791,465 2600 692
expression-docs 5,927,284 183 147
expression 5,636,077 313 78
symbol-ids 195,960 6 10
Wikipedia Shown: Complete Index
symbol pairs 3,002,881 305 141
expression-docs 387,975 12 9
expression 387,947 775 6
symbol 56,437 2 3

Time (minutes)
Collection Index Search
NTCIR-main (arXiv) 420 ⇥ 9 ⇡ 3380 150
Wikipedia 33 8

Notes: wildcard support increased re-
trieval time slightly; missing symbol
name synonymns (e.g. TEX vs. uni-
code for ‘>’); database (MySQL) orga-
nization for symbol pairs can be com-
pressed/reorganized.

LINKS: SOURCE & DEMO
CODE: cs.rit.edu/~dprl/Software.html
DEMO: saskatoon.cs.rit.edu/tangent
LAB: cs.rit.edu/~dprl
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Fig. 4. Tangent Precision@5 (Main Task) for 50 queries
combining one or more formulas with keywords, for dif-
ferent text vs. formula score weightings

Fig. 5 MIRMU [2] System vs. Tangent (Main Task).
*Prec@ indicates precision for high-relevance hits
(rated 3-4); Prec@ for hits rated higher than 0.

Fig. 6. Wikipedia Subtask Results (100 formula
queries). ‘Query Documents @k’ is a specific-item
recall measure, giving the percentage of articles
from which queries are taken in the first k hits
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to symbols with a superscript 2 (e.g. x

2, n2, )2), and tuple (x, ?i, 1, 1) refers to any superscript of an x (e.g. x

2, x3, x(). Wildcard-
wildcard relationships are not indexed.
Formula Retrieval: 1) Look up query formula tuples in regular and wildcard indices to retrieve expressions. 2) Sort by match count,
keep top k = 1000. 3) Greedy wildcard matching: iteratively select wildcard/symbol unification matching the most unmatched query
tuples. 4) Score by F-measure, F = 2RP/(R+ P ), where R and P are the number of matched query and candidate pairs, respectively.
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based). Wikipedia subtask: A sin-
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Table 1. MySQL database table sizes for formula
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Fig. 4. Tangent Precision@5 (Main Task) for 50 queries
combining one or more formulas with keywords, for dif-
ferent text vs. formula score weightings

Fig. 5 MIRMU [2] System vs. Tangent (Main Task).
*Prec@ indicates precision for high-relevance hits
(rated 3-4); Prec@ for hits rated higher than 0.

Fig. 6. Wikipedia Subtask Results (100 formula
queries). ‘Query Documents @k’ is a specific-item
recall measure, giving the percentage of articles
from which queries are taken in the first k hits
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NTCIR11-Math2–47

Formula Query: Pn = 2Pn�1 + Pn�2

Keyword: recurrence relation
Keyword: Pell number

Result 1

Example 3.3 An obvious example of Remark 3.2 is the Mersenne number  ( ),
which satisfies the linear recurrence relation of order :  ( with  and

) and the non-homogeneous recurrence relation of order :  (with ).
It is easy to check that sequence  satisfies both the homogeneous
recurrence relation of order , , and the non-homogeneous recurrence
relation of order , , where  and . Here,  is the IRS with respect
to . Another example is Pell number sequence that satisfies both homogeneous
recurrence relation  and the non-homogeneous relation ,
where .

= − 1Mn 2n n ≥ 0
2 = 3 − 2Mn Mn−1 Mn−2 = 0M0

= 1M1 1 = 2 + 1Mn Mn−1 = 0M0
= ( − 1) / (k − 1)Mn kn

2 = (k + 1) − kMn Mn−1 Mn−2
1 = k + 1Mn Mn−1 = 0M0 = 1M1 Mn

= {3, −2}E2
= 2 +Pn Pn−1 Pn−2 = 2 + + 1P⎯⎯⎯ n P⎯⎯⎯ n−1 P⎯⎯⎯ n−2

= + 1/2Pn P⎯⎯⎯ n
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Formula Query: Pn = 2Pn�1 + Pn�2

Keyword: recurrence relation
Keyword: Pell number

Result 2

The Fibonacci numbers  satisfy the recurrence  with  and .
The Lucas numbers  satisfy the recurrence  with  and .
And the Pell numbers  satisfy the recurrence  with  and

. Thus we can conclude the following result from Corollary 3.17.

Fn = +Fn+1 Fn Fn−1 = = 1F0 F1 = 2F2
Ln = +Ln+1 Ln Ln−1 = 1, = 3L0 L1 = 4L2

Pn = 2 +Pn+1 Pn Pn−1 = 1, = 2P0 P1
= 5P3
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Formula Query: Pn = 2Pn�1 + Pn�2

Keyword: recurrence relation
Keyword: Pell number

Result 3

The Pell numbers  are given by

It is easy to check that

Hence for odd prime , we have

Define the -Pell numbers  and  by

Pn

= 0 ,� = 1 and = 2 +  for n ≥ 2.P0 P1 Pn Pn−1 Pn−2

= .Pn
−(1 + )2‾‾√

n (1 − )2‾‾√
n

2 2‾‾√

p

= ≡ = ≡ ( )� (mod� p) ..8Pp
−(1 + )2‾‾√

p (1 − )2‾‾√
p

2 2‾‾√

2( )2‾‾√
p

2 2‾‾√
2(p−1)/2 2

p

q (q)!n (q)!̂n

(excerpt)
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Formula Query: Pn = 2Pn�1 + Pn�2

Keyword: recurrence relation
Keyword: Pell number

Result 4

Let . The determinant of  is the th Pell number  where , , and
 for .

m ≥ 3 THK (m, 2) m Pm = 1P1 = 2P2
= 2 +Pm Pm−1 Pm−2 m ≥ 3
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1 Query 92

Gk,�(y) = 1� (1 + ky/�)�1/k (NTCIR11-Math-92)

1. 0.99 G
k,�

(y) = 1� (1 + ky/�)�1/k

2. 0.46 G
k,�

(y) = 1� e�y/�

3. 0.34 0.187859 . . . =

1
X

k=1

(�1)k(k1/k � 1) =

1
X

k=1

�

(2k)1/(2k) � (2k � 1)1/(2k�1)
�

.

4. 0.33 a
dual

(Z) = 2Zd

✓

1 + Z

2

◆

A

q
dual

(1� (Z + Z�1)/2)

5. 0.33 a
prim

(Z) = 2Zd

✓

1 + Z

2

◆

A

q
prim

(1� (Z + Z�1)/2)

1



2 query 72

K
x1

x0

(k) := T ⇤
(k⇥)/(a⌦ (1� a)) (NTCIR11-Math-72)

1. 0.95 KM

⇤ (k) := T ⇤(k⇥)/(a⌦ (1� a))

2. 0.95 KM

⇤ (k) := T ⇤(k⇥)/(a⌦ (1� a))

3. 0.50 KM

⇤ (F ) := T ⇤F⇥/(a⌦ (1� a)),

4. 0.41 K
2

(k) = k⇥ ⌦Z k⇥/ha⌦ (1� a) | a 6= 0, 1i.

5. 0.33 T (n) = T (1)

✓

B +
1

n
(1�B)

◆

2



4 query 86

@L
@q

i

= x0

@ x1

@ x2

. (NTCIR11-Math-86)

1. 0.72 M
i

=
v
i

a
=

1

a

@�

@x
i

.

2. 0.66
@L

@q
i

=
d

dt

@L

@q̇
i

.

3. 0.61
@L(t, y(t), ẏ(t))

@y
=

d

dt

@L(t, y(t), ẏ(t))

@ẏ
.

4. 0.61 F

i

= �rV ) Q
j

= �
n

X

i=1

rV · @ri
@q

j

= �@V

@q
j

.

5. 0.60
dF

dt
=

X

i

@F (T, V,N)

@N
i

dN
i

dt
=

X

i

µ
i

dN
i

dt
= �V RT

X

r

(lnw+

r

� lnw�
r

)(w+

r

� w�
r

)  0

4
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DEMOS !
saskatoon.cs.rit.edu/tangent !
saskatoon.cs.rit.edu/min!
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